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Abstract
The way governments and policy makers think about climate futures has a wide-ranging 
impact on how they formulate policy and plan for climate change impacts. In the lead-
up to the Sixth Assessment Report (AR6), the IPCC adopted a new scenarios framework 
that aimed to provide a fuller picture of the interacting elements and policy choices that 
affect climate change. However, these scenarios, known as Shared Socioeconomic Path-
ways (SSPs), are complex and difficult to communicate. Most audiences, including policy 
makers, receive much of their information about climate change from mainstream media, 
and particularly online news sites. We therefore examined the five most popular online 
news sites in the UK and the USA, five popular English-language news sites in India, Eng-
lish-language news media from a wide range of African countries, and the Reuters News 
agency. Based on manual content analysis to assess 252 articles, we identify several impor-
tant findings, amongst them: in all countries, the media provide little detailed explana-
tion of how scenarios are developed, very little mention of SSPs, and virtually no detailed 
explanations of them; generally, journalists use the words ‘projections’, ‘futures’, and 
‘pathways’ when talking about the IPCC scenarios, although some usage of ‘predictions’ 
or ‘forecasts’ is apparent; contrary to previous research, there were very few doomsday 
narratives such as ‘only 12 years to act’. We conclude by drawing out some implications for 
more effective communication of the IPCC scenarios.
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1 Introduction

The IPCC is widely regarded as the most authoritative source on the physical science of 
climate change, its impacts in different geographical regions, and the options for tackling 
rising emissions. (O’Neill and Pidcock 2021) IPCC reports play a central role in sum-
marizing and presenting the available science to policy makers and the wider public, cre-
ating media coverage, and raising public awareness of the risks and solutions. (Sanford 
et  al. 2021) The IPCC has been a major contributor to national and international policy 
responses to the climate challenge, such as the Kyoto Protocol in 1997 and the Paris agree-
ment in 2015, as a result of its mandate to provide scientific input to the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). (Sundqvist et al. 2018).

For its Sixth Assessment Report (AR6), which was published in 2021–23, the IPCC 
adopted a new scenarios framework that underpinned the Working Group (WG) reports. 
These scenarios were designed to provide plausible descriptions about how the future may 
develop, and according to the IPCC, are a vital part of the scientific literature on climate 
change, and an important part of the IPCC’s work. (IPCC 2023) In the Sixth Assessment 
cycle, the IPCC included much more information about socioeconomic futures than previ-
ous emission scenarios, and featured ‘multiple baseline worlds because underlying factors, 
such as population, technological, and economic growth, could lead to very different future 
emissions and warming outcomes, even without climate policy’. (Carbon Brief 2018, p. 
1) At an IPCC workshop on scenarios in April 2023, the communication imperative was 
recognized as one of the most important issues facing scientists in their efforts to inform 
decision makers. (IPCC 2023, p. 10) However, these scenarios, known as Shared Socioeco-
nomic Pathways (SSPs), are complex and difficult to communicate, and are often simply 
ignored or mentioned as an afterthought in communicating key findings on climate change.

There is little published scholarship on the communication of the scenarios. However, 
a survey of climate scientists in 2022 found that in the respondents’ view, scientists do 
poorly in explaining scenarios, whilst the media do even worse.1 Although the survey was 
limited in scope, it clearly illustrated the main communication challenges: making clear the 
difference between the concepts of projection and prediction, and explaining uncertainty, 
complexity, and the timescale of scenarios, in simple, clear messages. For the media, the 
issues were i) a misunderstanding of predictions and projections, and what-if investiga-
tions; ii) an assumption that scenarios are recommendations or truth; iii) an (over) focus on 
high-impact/worst-case, apocalyptic scenarios; and iv) the lack of coverage of uncertainty, 
agency, and policy choices.

As in other areas of life such as military planning or financial investments, projections 
are statements or observations about what could happen and not predictions or forecasts of 
what will happen. The IPCC too uses projections based on scenarios of what could happen 
if certain assumed conditions prevail in the future – it is neither a prediction nor a forecast 
of what will happen independent of future conditions. As one climate scientist has summa-
rized the difference, (MacCkracken 2001, p.1):

‘A prediction is a probabilistic statement that something will happen in the future based 
on what is known today. A prediction generally assumes that future changes in related con-
ditions will not have a significant influence. For decision makers, a prediction is a state-
ment about an event that is likely to occur no matter what they do.

1 The survey was carried out by an IPCC TSU employee in June 2022. 10 climate scientists took part.
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In contrast to a prediction, a  projection  specifically allows for significant changes in 
the set of "boundary conditions" that might influence the prediction, creating "if this, then 
that" types of statements. The set of boundary conditions that is used in conjunction with 
making a projection is often called a scenario, and each scenario is based on assumptions 
about how the future will develop. For a decision maker, a projection is an indication of 
a possibility, and normally of one that could be influenced by the actions of the decision 
maker.’

Most audiences, including policy makers, receive much of their information about cli-
mate change from mainstream media (Amdi 2020). Online news sites from major news 
organizations are the second most common source of climate information after television 
news and documentaries in many countries of the world. For this reason, we analyzed a 
wide range of popular news sites in a selected number of countries from the Global North 
and Global South. As far as we are aware, no previous study has focused on the reporting 
of IPCC scenarios, in part because the media in general have not discussed them or the 
concepts underpinning them in great detail, except in a few cases of specialist coverage.2

1.1  Climate scenarios and the IPCC

To project how the climate will respond to rising greenhouse gases (GHGs), climate mod-
els need projections of future emissions. These scenarios have evolved significantly since 
the inception of the IPCC in 1988, driven in large part by the needs of the IPCC and the cli-
mate science community. (IPCC 2000) While emissions scenarios in the first IPCC reports 
were comparatively simple projections of possible trajectories of GHGs, based on simple 
narratives and the output of energy systems models (IPCC 1992), today’s scenarios were 
developed with the aim of enabling a more complete assessment of not just temperature 
rise, but also the effectiveness of adaptation and mitigation strategies, possible tradeoffs, 
and synergies. (Van Vuuren et al. 2014) Developed by an international, interdisciplinary 
cohort of scientists, the SSPs are narratives of possible future worlds that include demo-
graphics, human development, economy and lifestyle, policies and institutions, technology, 
and environment and natural resources. (O’Neill et al. 2017).

The IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report was the first to use the SSPs framework, but these 
climate scenarios and pathways were used differently across the three working groups. 
(Pirani et  al. 2024) The WGI report, published in August 2021, used a combination of 
SSPs and Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), to define five illustrative emis-
sions trajectories that were meant to cover the full range of possible emissions, including 
more detailed inputs of air pollution, land use change, and others, and these were used in 
the modeling exercises that fed into the report. (IPCC 2021) According to the IPCC, the 
‘Emissions vary between scenarios depending on socio-economic assumptions, levels of 
climate change mitigation and, for aerosols and non-methane ozone precursors, air pol-
lution controls.’ (ibid., p. 12) The five scenarios included two low-emissions scenarios 
(SSP1-1.9 and SSP1-2.6) in line with temperature targets of the Paris Agreement, a mid-
dle-of-the-road one (SSP2-4.5), a scenario with no additional climate policy (SSP3-7.0), 

2 See for example, https:// www. carbo nbrief. org/ guest- post- how- not- to- inter pret- the- emiss ions- scena rios- 
in- the- ipcc- report/ (March 2022); https:// www. carbo nbrief. org/ expla iner- how- shared- socio econo mic- pathw 
ays- explo re- future- clima te- change/ (April 2018); https:// qz. com/ 20439 09/ ipcc- our- clima te- change- future- 
will- be- deter mined- by- polit ics/; and https:// www. reute rs. com/ busin ess/ envir onment/ un- clima te- repor ts- 
five- futur es- decod ed- 2021- 08- 09/

https://www.carbonbrief.org/guest-post-how-not-to-interpret-the-emissions-scenarios-in-the-ipcc-report/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/guest-post-how-not-to-interpret-the-emissions-scenarios-in-the-ipcc-report/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-how-shared-socioeconomic-pathways-explore-future-climate-change/
https://www.carbonbrief.org/explainer-how-shared-socioeconomic-pathways-explore-future-climate-change/
https://qz.com/2043909/ipcc-our-climate-change-future-will-be-determined-by-politics/
https://qz.com/2043909/ipcc-our-climate-change-future-will-be-determined-by-politics/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/un-climate-reports-five-futures-decoded-2021-08-09/
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/un-climate-reports-five-futures-decoded-2021-08-09/
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and a high-emissions scenario intended to cover the highest possible emissions pathways 
(SSP5-8.5). (See Table 1 and Figure S2 in the Supplementary Material).

In contrast, the WGII report on Impacts and Adaptation (IPCC 2022a), published in 
March 2022, used scenarios inconsistently across its chapters – largely because the SSPs 
had not yet been taken up by much of the research assessed in that report.

The WGIII report on Mitigation (IPCC 2022b), published in April 2022, examined 
over a thousand scenarios for possible mitigation futures and their consequences for global 
temperatures, produced by the research community. These scenarios differ from the WGI 
scenarios in that they provide a ‘pathway’ by which a particular temperature goal may be 
reached. Like the WGI scenarios, these emissions pathways are described as illustrative 
and not policy prescriptive, but their detailed nature have opened them up to criticism for 
being unrealistic, not comprehensive, or biased, and led some to argue that they are less 
authoritative than WGI scenarios.3 The scenario development process for the WGIII report 
was also criticized for being insufficiently inclusive of scientists in the Global South.4

Indeed, IPCC climate scenarios in general have faced a variety of criticisms, which have 
also informed their continued evolution. These range from methodological, to process, to 
transparency, to policy relevance. (Pedersen et al. 2022; Carton 2020) There are also a vari-
ety of technical points of contention around scenarios, such as the reliance in very low 
emissions scenarios on negative emissions technologies which have not yet been proven 
at scale. (Hilaire et  al. 2019) Finally, it has also been pointed out that ‘knowledge-mak-
ing about future pathways is never neutral, but is instead inescapably political’. (Beck and 
Mahoney 2018, p. 5).

1.2  The IPCC, policy makers and climate scenarios

A body of research shows how IPCC reports are a very important source of reliable climate 
information to policy makers of distinct types in different parts of the world. (Hermansen 
et  al. 2021; Howarth and Painter 2016; O’Neill and Pidcock 2021; Pathak et  al. 2021) 
However, the reports have been criticized for not including practitioner-based evidence, 
which would make the reports a more relevant source of information for decision-making 
(Viner and Howarth 2014), for not exploring sufficiently the possibilities of co-produced 
knowledge (Howarth et  al. 2022), and for not using language and Figures more under-
standable by policy makers (Barkemeyer et al. 2016; Budescu et al. 2009; Hutchins 2020; 
Morelli et al. 2021, de Bruine et al. 2024). There is also a considerable amount of scholarly 
literature on the effective communication of climate science in general to different audi-
ences (e.g. Dahlstrom 2014, Smith et al. 2014), the better communication of IPCC reports 
(Shaw et al. 2018; O’Neill and Pidcock 2021), and the advantages of locally-relevant narra-
tives or storytelling for engagement with the IPCC reports by different audiences (Howarth 
et al. 2020).

However, there is only a limited amount of literature on the general communication of 
climate scenarios, such as the research by Sheppard et al. (2021), who studied the efficacy 
of the Local Climate Change Visioning Project in British Columbia, Canada. The research-
ers collaboratively visualized possible local climate change scenarios, including environ-
mental impacts and community responses, and found considerable potential value in such 

3 https:// thein terce pt. com/ 2022/ 11/ 17/ clima te- un- ipcc- inequ ality/
4 Ibid.

https://theintercept.com/2022/11/17/climate-un-ipcc-inequality/
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activities to enhance engagement and learning. Liguori et al. (2021) concluded that in the 
DRY (Drought Risk and You) project in the UK, by co-designing and facilitating story-
boarding workshops with local stakeholders and scientists, scenarios could be developed 
that were not only scientifically accurate, but also reflected local interests, aspirations, and 
practices.

As far as we are aware, no research has been published on how the specific IPCC sce-
narios can be conceptualized and operationalized in practice to aid effective communica-
tion and practice by different types of policy makers, the private sector, NGOs, the media, 
and the wide range of publics. There are some practical guides, toolkits and scenario simu-
lators available for scenario communication, particularly to non-specialist audiences, such 
as those produced by the Senses project5 and Climate Interactive,6 and talks given by sci-
ence communication experts such as Susan Hassol.7 Moreover, the IPCC has published a 
list of recommendations for better scenario communication (IPCC 2023, p. 4):

• Conduct a targeted survey on perception and use of scenarios from the AR6 cycle.
• Develop and provide accessible IPCC explainers on scenarios.
• Develop a guidance note on inclusive, co-developed scenario elaboration.
• Build and cultivate a network of trusted intermediaries to communicate scenarios.
• Strengthen institutionalized science communication experts throughout the IPCC pro-

cess.

These will be discussed in more detail in the Conclusions.

1.3  IPCC communication and the media

In general, the news media remain essential for individuals, policy makers and society in 
general to understand, critically evaluate, and act on tackling climate change (Metag et al. 
2017). Legacy media are (still) seen as the most important sources of information about 
climate change for many members of the public (Amdi 2020, Guenther et al. 2022). IPCC 
reports are international policy events which drive a large amount of media attention, and 
climate coverage often peaks around their publication dates. (Painter, 2013) For example, 
coverage of the IPCC’s Special Report on 1.5°C (SR15 report) in October 2018 contrib-
uted to an overall increase in climate change stories by 43% throughout the world from 
September 2018. (Boykoff and Pearman 2019) However, the amount of coverage can vary 
from country to country, with some research showing, for example, that there was more 
coverage of the IPCC reports in Germany than Australia and India in the period 1996 to 
2010. (Schäfer et al 2014).

The IPCC uses a variety of methods to communicate its main findings. (O’Neill and 
Pidcock 2021) Of particular importance are the summaries for policy makers (SPMs) for 
each IPCC report, which play a key role in transferring knowledge from experts in one field 
to policy makers and experts in other fields (Barkemeyer et al. 2016). They have a central 
task of communicating the headline scientific messages from the IPCC to policy makers 

5 https:// www. youtu be. com/ watch?v= r- yeAjM NPwU
6 https:// www. clima teint eract ive. org/ the- en- roads- clima te- works hop/
7 https:// www. natio nalac ademi es. org/ event/ 09- 22- 2020/ commu nicat ing- clima te- change- scena rios- to- the- 
public

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r-yeAjMNPwU
https://www.climateinteractive.org/the-en-roads-climate-workshop/
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/09-22-2020/communicating-climate-change-scenarios-to-the-public
https://www.nationalacademies.org/event/09-22-2020/communicating-climate-change-scenarios-to-the-public
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and publics around the world, particularly via the news media (Kunelius et al. 2017). Pre-
vious research shows that journalists (normally) closely follow these IPCC prompts, and 
in particular they quote the SPMs, press releases, the IPCC representatives at the media 
launch, and social media posts and tweets. (Sanford et al. 2021) Although most journal-
ists follow such prompts, they also shape or frame the way IPCC reports are presented and 
received by audiences and policy makers (Hulme 2009; Painter 2013, 2014; Pearce et al. 
2014; O’Neill et al. 2015; Painter et al. 2023).

A common framing of the IPCC reports journalists have used in the past has been a 
predominance of apocalyptic, doom-based, or worst-case scenarios. Specific studies of the 
2007 AR4 and 2013/4 AR5 reports show that print and/or broadcast media coverage of the 
IPCC’s 2007 was notable for the language of catastrophe, fear, and disaster (Hulme 2009; 
O’Neill et  al. 2015; Painter 2017). More recently, analysis of the media response to the 
IPCC’s SR1.5 report of October 2018 showed that numerous articles chose to cite 2030 as 
a deadline for action,8 which was a headline-driven interpretation of the IPCC’s statement 
that global emissions had to be reduced by 45% from 2010 levels by 2030 in order to avoid 
passing 1.5  °C (Boykoff and Pearman 2019). The so-called ‘12-year deadline’ narrative 
is an example of a ‘binary framing’ by which stark alternatives are presented as the only 
options or likely outcomes. It became a clarion call for some politicians and climate activ-
ist groups like Extinction Rebellion to urge rapid and radical action,9 but prompted push 
back from some IPCC authors as a misinterpretation of the presentation of scenarios in the 
1.5 report.10

Given the importance of scenarios to the IPCC reports, journalists covering them face a 
number of challenges: understanding them, explaining them accurately to their audiences, 
and making them relevant and urgent both for policy makers and for the general public 
alike. Across the media in the Global North and South, research has shown that common 
frames are used to portray climate futures, some focusing on the distant threats, whilst oth-
ers emphasize solutions and opportunities. (Guenther et al. 2023) So another challenge is 
to get the balance right between reporting the possible negative impacts but not to resort to 
too much doom-mongering - instead, emphasize the array of possible solutions available.

Audience reception can be obfuscated by the various forms of contestation the IPCC 
reports often attract. For example, O’Neill et al. (2015) found that in television and print 
reporting in the US and UK, the WGI of the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) in 
2013 was often contested and politicized. Painter  et al. (2023) concluded that this had 
changed for the coverage of the AR6’s WGI in 2021. Whereas skepticism about the science 
of climate change was still prevalent in right-wing television channels in Australia, Brazil, 
Sweden, the UK and the USA, this was largely absent from mainstream channels with large 
audiences such as the ABC in Australia, and the BBC in the UK.

Moreover, organized skeptical groups have often attacked the IPCC and its reports for 
what they call ‘climate alarmism’, or exaggerating the potential impacts of climate change 
in their scenarios. This has been described as a form of climate obstructionism that can 
either take the form of downplaying the impacts (‘climate impacts are not bad’) or of 

8 E.g. https:// www. thegu ardian. com/ envir onment/ 2018/ oct/ 08/ global- warmi ng- must- not- exceed- 15c- 
warns- landm ark- un- report
9 E.g. https:// www. thegu ardian. com/ envir onment/ 2018/ oct/ 26/ we- have-a- duty- to- act- hundr eds- ready- to- 
go- to- jail- over- clima te- crisis
10 E.g. https:// theco nvers ation. com/ why- prote sters- should- be- wary- of- 12- years- to- clima te- break down- 
rheto ric- 115489

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/08/global-warming-must-not-exceed-15c-warns-landmark-un-report
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/26/we-have-a-duty-to-act-hundreds-ready-to-go-to-jail-over-climate-crisis
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/26/we-have-a-duty-to-act-hundreds-ready-to-go-to-jail-over-climate-crisis
https://theconversation.com/why-protesters-should-be-wary-of-12-years-to-climate-breakdown-rhetoric-115489
https://theconversation.com/why-protesters-should-be-wary-of-12-years-to-climate-breakdown-rhetoric-115489
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accusing the ‘climate movement’ (made up of the media, environmentalists or scientists) 
of being unreliable due to their alleged alarmism or bias. (Coan et al. 2021) An example of 
this is the commentary by the American Enterprise Institute published in September 2021 
which started with the sentence ‘The sixth Assessment Report (AR6) of the < … > (IPCC) 
continues a long history of alarmist predictions (emphasis added) with the deeply dubious 
statement that human-caused climate change has now become “irreversible”.’ (Wallison 
and Zycher 2021) In the specific case of scenarios, some niche right-leaning publications 
have criticized the assumptions behind the SSP5-8.5 (RCP 8.5),11 based on analysis by 
Pielke et al. (2022), or attacked the ‘dire forecasts’ in the use of SSPs found in the UK Met 
Office report of January 2022.12

1.4  Research questions:

Given this context, we devised the following research questions:

1. Does media coverage of the IPCC reports refer to the scenarios considered by the IPCC?
2. How does the media describe or characterize different scenarios, and what words do 

they use to talk about them?
3. Do the media report the range of scenarios and possible futures, or are they using a more 

binary framing (such as deadline narratives)?
4. Are scenarios being discredited in the media, and/or used by skeptical voices to question 

the IPCC science for alleged climate alarmism?
5. Do the media mention and/or describe accurately the uncertainty in the scenarios?

2  Materials and method

We first chose the five most popular online news sites in two countries, the UK and the 
USA. The sites were selected according to online survey results found in the 2022 Reu-
ters Institute’s Digital News Report (Newman 2022). The two countries were chosen as 
their legacy media organizations have a strong worldwide presence in English (particularly 
online); US and UK media titles are influential amongst policy makers outside of their 
home countries; and the two countries are major players in international climate change 
negotiations. (Kristiansen et al. 2020) The ten titles were the BBC news online, the Guard-
ian, Sky news online, the Telegraph and the Mail (for the UK), and the New York Times, 
the Washington Post, CNN online, the Wall Street Journal and Fox News online (for the 
USA). This also gave us a variety of media types (broadsheet, tabloid, and broadcast) and 
political orientation (left-leaning, right-leaning, neutral/impartial). We then added the Reu-
ters news agency as it is known to cover the IPCC reports extensively, and many media 
outlets around the world rely on the service for their coverage.

11 https:// reason. com/ 2022/ 02/ 09/ worst- case- clima te- change- scena rios- are- highly- impla usible- argues- new- 
study/
12 https:// www. daily mail. co. uk/ news/ artic le- 10406 521/ Met- Office- predi cts- colla pse- socie ty- follo wing- 
clima te- disas ter. html# artic le- 10406 521; https:// www. spect ator. co. uk/ artic le/ the- met- office- s- bizar re- forec 
asts

https://reason.com/2022/02/09/worst-case-climate-change-scenarios-are-highly-implausible-argues-new-study/
https://reason.com/2022/02/09/worst-case-climate-change-scenarios-are-highly-implausible-argues-new-study/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10406521/Met-Office-predicts-collapse-society-following-climate-disaster.html#article-10406521
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10406521/Met-Office-predicts-collapse-society-following-climate-disaster.html#article-10406521
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/the-met-office-s-bizarre-forecasts
https://www.spectator.co.uk/article/the-met-office-s-bizarre-forecasts
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In order to widen the geographical base of our sample, we added coverage in the 
English-language press in Africa, and five popular English-language news online sites 
in India according to the same 2022 Digital News Report, namely India Today, Times of 
India, Hindustan Times, The Hindu, and the Indian Express/New Indian Express. The 
Factiva search in ‘Africa by region’ gave us a wide range of African titles (28) in Eng-
lish covering the IPCC reports, which we did not reduce in number in order to maintain 
a good representation of Africa in our results. Tables 1S and 2S in the Supplementary 
Material show the titles and distribution of articles in all four countries or regions, and 
the Reuters news agency.

We looked at the period of 48 to 72 h after the publication of each WG report, which 
in this case meant 9th and 10th August 2021 for WGI, 28th February and 1st March 2022 
for WGII, and 4th, 5th, and 6th April 2022 for WGIII. The search words were ‘IPCC’ OR 
‘UN’ AND ‘Climate’ for the UK and US sample, and ‘IPCC’ for the African and Indian 
sample. The search engine Factiva was used. These searches yielded a large corpus of 120 
articles for the US, UK, Reuters, and 132 articles for Africa and India (after several articles 
had been discarded for being repeats, trails, video reports, or insufficiently focused on the 
IPCC reports). Table 2 summarizes the distribution of the 252 articles by country, region 
and Reuters.

A detailed code book with 32 variables was devised to provide answers to the research 
questions (RQs) outlined above—first deductively from the literature and RQs, and then 
inductively from the sample. Manual content analysis was then applied to each article (see 
SM for code book). The code book was divided into three main sections: the presence of 
scenarios and the language used; explaining scenarios; and other issues such as the pres-
ence of binary framing or criticism from skeptic groups or individuals. One researcher 
coded all the articles from the US, UK and Reuters. The second researcher coded Africa 
and India. Coder reliability was established between the two coders by the joint coding 
of an initial six articles from the UK sample. Of the 32 variables being coded, 24 showed 
100% agreement. Using the website http:// dfree lon. org/ recal/ recal2. php, of the remain-
ing variables, four showed 83.3% agreement, and four showed 66.7% agreement. Because 
of these high scores for agreement, no more joint coding was carried out. The scores for 
Cohen’s Kappa ranged between 0 (three variables), 0.4 (three variables) and 0.571 (two 
variables). The score of 0 for three of the variables was explained by the first coder coding 
all six articles as 0 and the second coder coding one or two of them as 1. Some of the cod-
ing differences were due to one coder including the text around graphics, whilst the other 
did not, and others due to differences over whether to code all mentions of ‘projections’ as 
in ‘sea level rise projections’, or just projections related to temperature increases. Discrep-
ancies were ironed out or the text of the code book was discussed, clarified and re-written 
to ensure less ambiguity in its interpretation.

The limitations to this study are that firstly, we only coded for presence, not salience (i.e. 
when scenarios appear in headlines or opening sentences) or dominance (i.e. how much 
does the discussion of scenarios dominate an article), which would have given a greater 
sense of how much prominence journalists assigned to the reporting of scenarios. Sec-
ondly, despite the coder reliability testing, there may have been different interpretations of 
the code book and articles by the two coders. Thirdly, the inclusion of more countries and 
languages for the selection of media analysis would have provided more complete results. 
Finally, we only assessed the media coverage of scenarios at the launch of the WG reports, 
but outside of those dates IPCC scenarios are occasionally used and discussed at length by 

http://dfreelon.org/recal/recal2.php
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the mainstream media, such as by the prominent climate author and commentator, David 
Wallace-Wells, in a long feature in the New York Times of 26 October 2022.13

3  Results and discussion

3.1  Press releases

Given the importance of the IPCC media outreach work mentioned above, we first exam-
ined the text of three press releases publicizing the WG reports. The WGI press release14 
did not mention ‘scenarios’ or SSPs in the main body of the text, but ‘project[x]’ did 
appear a couple of times. In contrast, SSPs (175 times), scenarios (115 times), futures (31), 
pathways (7 times), and projections (17 times) were featured strongly throughout the SPM, 
particularly in Box SPM.1.15 There was no mention of predictions or forecasts.

In similar fashion, the WGII press release16 did not mention ‘scenarios’ or SSPs in the 
main body of the text, but the word ‘projected’ did appear once. Scenarios (36 times), 
pathways and futures (27 each), projections (12 times), and SSPs (25 times) appeared in 
the WGII SPM, and particularly in Box SPM.1.17 There was no mention of predictions or 
forecasts.

The press release for WGIII18 mentioned scenarios once, but not SSPs. Scenarios were 
mentioned 111 times and SSPs 26 times in the SPM, and particularly in Box SPM.1, called 
‘Assessment of Modelled Global Emission Scenarios’.19 Projections (85) and pathways 
(243) were also mentioned frequently, projections (8) and futures (3) less so. Predictions or 
forecasts did not appear except in the statement within Box SPM.1 that [these are] ‘quanti-
tative projections and are neither predictions nor forecasts’. (p.25).

3.2  Presence of the word ‘scenario’ and idea of multiple futures or scenarios

We then examined the content of the 252 articles. The word ‘scenario’ and the concept or 
idea of a range of scenarios does appear regularly across our sample, particularly in the 
reporting of WGI. The word ‘scenario’ sometimes appeared just in phrases like ‘worst-
case scenario’, rather than in the context of any detailed explanation. The concept or idea 
of a range of scenarios could be present explicitly or strongly implicitly, without neces-
sarily mentioning the number of scenarios. Figure 1 gives the results for each WG report, 
and shows how nearly half (48.5%) of the articles covering WGI included the word, which 
dropped to 22% for WGII and III.

In similar fashion, the idea or concept of scenarios was present in 55% of articles cov-
ering WGI, which dropped to 38% for WGII and 19.5% for WGIII (see Fig. 2). The high 

13 https:// www. nytim es. com/ inter active/ 2022/ 10/ 26/ magaz ine/ clima te- change- warmi ng- world. html
14 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ site/ assets/ uploa ds/ 2021/ 08/ IPCC_ WGI- AR6- Press- Relea se_ en. pdf
15 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ report/ ar6/ wg1/ downl oads/ report/ IPCC_ AR6_ WGI_ SPM. pdf, p. 12.
16 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ report/ ar6/ wg2/ resou rces/ press/ press- relea se/
17 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ report/ ar6/ wg2/ downl oads/ report/ IPCC_ AR6_ WGII_ Summa ryFor Polic ymake rs. 
pdf, pp 7–8.
18 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ report/ ar6/ wg3/ resou rces/ press/ press- relea se/
19 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ report/ ar6/ wg3/ downl oads/ report/ IPCC_ AR6_ WGIII_ Summa ryFor Polic ymake rs. 
pdf, p. 21.

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/10/26/magazine/climate-change-warming-world.html
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2021/08/IPCC_WGI-AR6-Press-Release_en.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/resources/press/press-release/
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGII_SummaryForPolicymakers.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg2/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGII_SummaryForPolicymakers.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3/resources/press/press-release/
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGIII_SummaryForPolicymakers.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg3/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGIII_SummaryForPolicymakers.pdf
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figure for WGII was mostly due to the reporting from Africa including climate change 
impacts at a range of temperatures. For example: ‘Up to 18% of all those species assessed 
on land will be at high risk of extinction if the world warms 2℃ by 2100. If the world 
warms up to 4℃, roughly every second plant or animal species assessed will be threat-
ened’20 or ‘The report found: up to 3 billion people are projected to experience chronic 
water scarcity due to droughts at 2℃ warming, and up to 4 billion at 4℃ warming, mostly 
across the subtropics to mid-latitudes; projected flood damages may be up to two times 
higher at 2℃ warming and up to 3.9 times higher at 3℃, when compared with damages at 
1.5℃’.21

3.3  Explanation of scenarios and SSPs

Right across our sample, there was little detailed explanation of how scenarios are calcu-
lated, very little mention of the specific term ‘SSPs’, and virtually no detailed explana-
tions of the SSPs. Moreover, there was only one example in our sample (in The Hindu-
stan Times) of how SSPs are different to previous calculations of pathways (RCPs).22 The 
few times in which detailed explanations did appear usually occurred in background or 
‘explainer’ articles, and not in general reporting.

For example, SSPs are mentioned in only four articles from the WGI sample from US/
UK/Reuters and an explanation of them appears only in two; three of the four mentions 
are found in graphs, and one in a detailed ‘explainer’ from Reuters with the headline ‘The 
U.N. climate report’s five futures – decoded’.23 None appear in the reporting of WGII and 
WGIII from this sample. SSPs are not mentioned at all in the African corpus, and only in 
three articles in the Indian sample, two of which are found in the WGI coverage, with the 
description of them both times as ‘possible paths of growth human societies could fol-
low over the next century’, and one in the WGII coverage to explain some accompanying 
graphics.

Two examples of a detailed explanation of scenarios/SSPs can be found on the day of 
the release of the WGI report (9 August) in Fox News online (based on an Associated Press 
article by climate correspondent Seth Borenstein), in which he writes that.

‘The report described five different future scenarios based on how much the world 
reduces carbon emissions. They are: a future with incredibly large and quick pol-

Table 2  Distribution of articles 
by country and WG report

UK USA Reuters Africa India Total

WGI 24 25 7 19 28 103
WGII 13 8 8 19 19 67
WGIII 16 13 6 22 25 82
Totals 53 46 21 60 72 252

20 https:// allaf rica. com/ stori es/ 20220 30100 69. html
21 https:// allaf rica. com/ stori es/ 20220 30100 69. html
22 https:// www. hindu stant imes. com/ india- news/ india- stares- at- water- scarc ity- extre me- heat- stress- report- 
10164 60709 34296. html
23 https:// www. reute rs. com/ busin ess/ envir onment/ un- clima te- repor ts- five- futur es- decod ed- 2021- 08- 09/

https://allafrica.com/stories/202203010069.html
https://allafrica.com/stories/202203010069.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-stares-at-water-scarcity-extreme-heat-stress-report-101646070934296.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-stares-at-water-scarcity-extreme-heat-stress-report-101646070934296.html
https://www.reuters.com/business/environment/un-climate-reports-five-futures-decoded-2021-08-09/
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Fig. 1  Presence of word ‘scenario’

Fig. 2  Presence of concept of range of scenarios
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lution cuts; another with intense pollution cuts but not quite as massive; a scenario 
with moderate emissions; a fourth scenario where current plans to make small pollu-
tion reductions continue; and a fifth possible future involving continued increases in 
carbon pollution.’24

Or ii) in the Reuters explainer mentioned above,

‘The scenarios are the result of complex calculations that depend on how quickly 
humans curb greenhouse gas emissions. But the calculations are also meant to cap-
ture socioeconomic changes in areas such as population, urban density, education, 
land use and wealth. [..] Each scenario is labeled to identify both the emissions level 
and the so-called Shared Socioeconomic Pathway, or SSP, used in those calculations. 
Here’s how to understand each one: FIVE FUTURES – DECODED: SSP1-1.9: The 
IPCC’s most optimistic scenario, this describes a world where global CO2 emissions 
are cut to net zero around 2050.’

It is worth pointing out that Figures at times appeared in the news online coverage that 
depicted either the five scenarios or SSPs in visual detail. One example can be found in 
Fig. 1S in the SM which is an example of the BBC news website on 9 August 2021 adapt-
ing material from the WGI’s SPM to reduce the amount of information presented and make 
the five scenarios under different temperature increases relatively easy to follow.25 A dif-
ferent example (see Fig. 2S) can be found in the Mail online coverage on 8 August 2021 
where the Figure they publish depicting future emissions26 contains the acronym SSPs and 
is an exact reproduction of the IPCC’s Figure found in the SPM, Box SPM.1, p. 13.27

We then looked at the presence of any explanation of how the different scenarios or 
SSPs are calculated. This could range from a general, short explanation (such as Sky News 
reporting that ‘The IPCC investigated five future scenarios based on how much carbon 
dioxide the world continues to emit and what we do to compensate’28), to a very detailed 
explanation of the different SSPs. An example of the latter can be found in the Hindustan 
Times,29 which explained both RCPs and SSPs in the following manner:

“RCP stands for representative correction pathway, which is a trajectory of green-
house gases assumed by IPCC for modelling. RCP 2.6, 4.5 and RCP 8.5 represent 
three futures, based on the magnitude of greenhouse gas emissions. The numbers 
themselves are in units of watt/square metre. The numbers are the difference between 
the incoming and outgoing energy on Earth; a high level of greenhouse gases means 
higher incoming energy. SSP stands for Shared Socioeconomic Pathways. SSP 1 is a 
scenario for sustainability focused growth and equality; SSP 2 is status quo; SSP 3 is 
where every country does its own thing; SSP4 is a scenario where inequality spikes; 
and SSP5 is one where there is rapid and uncontrolled growth in energy use. The 
SSPs are used in consonance with RCPs to represent different possible futures.”

24 https:// www. foxbu siness. com/ lifes tyle/ un- report- global- warmi ng- is- likely- to- blow- past- paris- limit
25 https:// www. bbc. co. uk/ news/ scien ce- envir onment- 58138 714
26 https:// www. daily mail. co. uk/ news/ artic le- 98750 79/ Planet- likely- warm- far- quick ly- expec ted- bombs hell- 
report- warns. html
27 https:// www. ipcc. ch/ report/ ar6/ wg1/ downl oads/ report/ IPCC_ AR6_ WGI_ SPM. pdf
28 https:// news. sky. com/ story/ clima te- change- global- warmi ng- limit- of-1- 5c- to- be- hit- in- next- 20- years- 
landm ark- un- report- warns- 12376 737
29 https:// www. hindu stant imes. com/ india- news/ india- stares- at- water- scarc ity- extre me- heat- stress- report- 
10164 60709 34296. html

https://www.foxbusiness.com/lifestyle/un-report-global-warming-is-likely-to-blow-past-paris-limit
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-58138714
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9875079/Planet-likely-warm-far-quickly-expected-bombshell-report-warns.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9875079/Planet-likely-warm-far-quickly-expected-bombshell-report-warns.html
https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar6/wg1/downloads/report/IPCC_AR6_WGI_SPM.pdf
https://news.sky.com/story/climate-change-global-warming-limit-of-1-5c-to-be-hit-in-next-20-years-landmark-un-report-warns-12376737
https://news.sky.com/story/climate-change-global-warming-limit-of-1-5c-to-be-hit-in-next-20-years-landmark-un-report-warns-12376737
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-stares-at-water-scarcity-extreme-heat-stress-report-101646070934296.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-stares-at-water-scarcity-extreme-heat-stress-report-101646070934296.html
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Finally, an explanation for the calculations behind the scenarios was present in a weak 
or strong form in a total of 18 articles (only 7% of the total sample), with all but one of 
them found in the coverage of WGI, and the other in WGII. None was found in the WGIII 
reporting.

3.4  Use of language: predictions/forecasts compared to futures/pathways/
projections

Figure 3 shows the results from the coding of the presence of different words to describe 
or accompany the scenarios for each of the WG reports. We coded for the presence of the 
word ‘Path(ways)’, ‘Futures’, ‘Forecasts’, ‘Predictions’, ‘Projections’, ‘Visions’, and ‘Other’ 
(when used in reference to climate scenarios). Given the frequent presence of the words 
‘projections’, ‘pathways’, and ‘futures’ in the SPMs (see Sect. 1 above), it is not surprising 
that these feature strongly in the reporting. But ‘predictions’ and ‘forecasts’ also appear 
relatively frequently in WGI and II reporting (24% and 18%, respectively), and particularly 
in the WGI coverage in the UK and USA. For example a Guardian article of 9 August30 
says that ‘Under the high and very high emissions scenarios outlined in the report, global 
heating is predicted (emphasis added) to reach 3.6C and 4.4C above pre-industrial levels 
respectively, by the end of the century’, or Sky News on 10 August reports that ‘the IPCC 
predicts (emphasis added)—even under the best case scenario—warming will continue for 
several years to come’.31

It is worth adding that there was no use of the word ‘visions’ anywhere in the sample. 
Other phrases that did appear occasionally about the future scenarios included ‘we are on 
track/course for’, ‘outcomes’, and ‘options’/’choices’ particularly in the reporting of WGIII.

3.5  Descriptors for the scenarios

We looked at a variety of descriptors used in conjunction with the scenarios. The first cat-
egory was phrases describing the different scenarios such as low/medium/high-range emis-
sion scenarios, worst/best (case) scenarios, and pessimistic/optimistic. As can be seen from 
Fig. 4, WGI reporting covered a range of such descriptors, with low/medium/high the most 
frequently present (23%), and pessimistic/optimistic the least (13%). In WGII reporting, 
low/medium/high was also the most present, but for WGIII it was the worst/best (case) sce-
nario. Pessimistic/optimistic were not present in WGIII, and hardly present in WGII.

We then looked at the number of scenarios that were discussed, if they were mentioned 
at all. As might be expected, WGI coverage often (21 times) presented five scenarios, fre-
quently in a figure. The number of scenarios was left vaguer in WGII and WGIII reportage: 
an article may outline one, two, or three scenarios, but an overall number of calculated 
scenarios was seldom given.

Finally, we coded for the timelines used in conjunction with the presence of scenarios, 
such as 2030, 2050/mid-century, or end of century. In general, for the UK/US/Reuters sam-
ple and Africa, there was more mention of time phrases in the coverage of the WGI report 

30 https:// www. thegu ardian. com/ world/ 2021/ aug/ 10/ ipcc- report- shows- possi ble- loss- of- entire- count ries- 
within- the- centu ry
31 https:// news. sky. com/ story/ clima te- change- seven- key- takea ways- from- the- ipcc- clima te- change- report- 
12377 264

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/10/ipcc-report-shows-possible-loss-of-entire-countries-within-the-century
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/10/ipcc-report-shows-possible-loss-of-entire-countries-within-the-century
https://news.sky.com/story/climate-change-seven-key-takeaways-from-the-ipcc-climate-change-report-12377264
https://news.sky.com/story/climate-change-seven-key-takeaways-from-the-ipcc-climate-change-report-12377264
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such as mid-century and end of century. There was much less in WGII and III, and with a 
few exceptions, most reports in the US and UK sample of WGIII did not clarify the time-
line for the various scenarios. So, readers might have been left in confusion regarding the 
timing by which these various scenarios could be reached (e.g., warming of 3 °C by the 
end of the century was often discussed as ‘warming of 3C’).

3.6  Binary framing

We divided our coding into articles which clearly mentioned a hard deadline narrative and 
those describing a softer binary framing. We defined the first as including i) mention of a 
specific year as a deadline (e.g. 2030) or a specific number of years to go before a dead-
line for action is reached together with ii) mention of such phrases as doom, catastrophe, 
climate disaster, or ‘end of the world as we know it’ etc. Examples would be ‘The world 
is about 18 years away from global warming of 1.5 °C, the line that must not be crossed if 
catastrophic changes in climate and damage to ecosystems are to be averted32’, or (by way 
of rejection of the concept), ‘ “The 1.5C threshold is an important threshold politically, of 
course, but from a climatic point of view, it is not a cliff edge—that once we go over 1.5C, 
suddenly everything will become very catastrophic,” explained Dr Amanda Maycock, from 
the University of Leeds, and one of the authors of the new report.’33

We defined the second as a softer presentation of two alternatives, such as: ’Any further 
delay in concerted anticipatory global action on adaptation and mitigation will miss a brief 
and rapidly closing window of opportunity to secure a liveable and sustainable future for 
all’ (a direct quote from WGII’s SPM, paragraph D.5.3), or ‘It’s now or never if we want to 

Fig. 3  Presence of ‘prediction/forecast’ vs. ‘future/pathway/projection’

32 Business Day (South Africa) 2022. A decade of difficult decisions on climate. 22 March.
33 https:// www. bbc. co. uk/ news/ scien ce- envir onment- 58138 714

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-58138714
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limit global warming to 1.5 °C’, contained in a quote from WGIII Co-Chair Jim Skea in the 
accompanying press release. A third example would be the phrase found in the reporting 
of the WGIII report in the BBC and Guardian (but not much elsewhere) that ‘global emis-
sions of CO2 would need to peak within three years (at the latest by 2025) to stave off the 
worst impacts’.34

Our key finding is that the hard deadline narrative was present in less than 10% of our 
sample, and much less than we thought given the reporting of the IPCC’s 1.5 2018 report, 
and the frequent mention there of variants on ‘12 years to go before catastrophe’. For 
example, in the UK/US/Reuters sample, the deadline narrative was present in only four 
articles in the WGI coverage, in each case to be rejected; it was present in three articles in 
the WGII coverage, such as in the phrase ‘delay means death’ (a quote from the UN Secre-
tary General), and not at all in WGIII reporting. For the African and Indian sample, it was 
present in 15 articles across the three reports. However, in several cases, the mention of 
the hard deadline was present only to reject it or debunk it, such as in the quote above from 
IPCC author Dr. Maycock. If we remove the cases of rejection, then the total presence of 
the deadline narrative drops to only 15 articles, or 6% of the total sample.

In contrast, the soft binary framing was present in 15 of the total sample of 103 articles 
in the WGI coverage, but for WGII this rose to 29 (out of 67 articles) and for WGIII 26 
articles (out of 82). For WGII, the binary framing was mostly variations on the ‘disappear-
ing window’, and for WGIII it was often the ‘now or never’ quote (present in six articles). 
For example, the Guardian headline of 4 April 2022 was ‘IPCC report: ‘now or never’ if 
world is to stave off climate disaster’, which is a clear binary narrative with its own added 
description of a ‘climate disaster’. Figure  5 shows the breakdown for the presence of a 
binary narrative across the entire sample, broken down by country and WG report.

3.7  Contestation

There was no criticism or questioning of the scenarios in any of the articles we monitored. 
This included the absence of organized skeptical or denialist groups who may have sought 
to criticize the scenarios as part of a broader strategy of undermining the credibility of the 

Fig. 4  Incidence of scenario descriptors in the coverage of WGI, WGII and WGIII

34 This was later clarified in a BBC article that emissions needed to start being reduced now. https:// www. 
bbc. co. uk/ news/ scien ce- envir onment- 61110 406

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-61110406
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-61110406
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IPCC. This is in line with other research looking at broader coverage of the media report-
ing of the AR6 WG reports, which shows little presence of evidence skeptics (who dispute 
the science) on mainstream television channels’ coverage of WGI (Painter et al. 2023).

There was very little doubting of the credibility of the IPCC in our sample, except for 
one article in the Indian media, which questioned the use of the 1980 baseline and the 
choice of scenarios that do not ‘consider global equity and regionally differentiated mitiga-
tion based on principles of equity and common but differentiated responsibilities’.35

3.8  Uncertainty

The word ‘uncertain’, ‘uncertainty’ or ‘uncertainties’ in association with the models or sce-
narios very rarely appeared in our sample, and the concept was equally rarely described 
or even mentioned. However, there are many other indicators of a framing of uncertainty, 
such as the presence of words like ‘may’, ‘suggest’, ‘likely’, ‘could’ and ‘possible’; uncer-
tainty parameters or a range of projections; the shortcomings of computer models; or the 
presence of ‘dueling experts’ suggesting contestation (see Painter 2013, Appendix 1 and 
2). We did not code for these other indicators, except we did note the regular presence of 
words depicting likelihood (‘likely’ or ‘very likely’) in the articles.

Fig. 5  Presence of binary framing

35 https:// www. hindu stant imes. com/ india- news/ house holds- in- top- 10- contr ibute- large st- share- to- ghg- emiss 
ionip cc- 10164 92689 93271. html.

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/households-in-top-10-contribute-largest-share-to-ghg-emissionipcc-101649268993271.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/households-in-top-10-contribute-largest-share-to-ghg-emissionipcc-101649268993271.html
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3.9  Other

We coded for the presence of the word ‘must’ to see if there was any strong picture emerg-
ing of the more frequent use of a more prescriptive tone to the coverage in WGIII as to the 
solutions that need to be adopted, or for the need for action, as in the phrase for example, 
‘the world must cut energy emissions between 38 and 52 percent in the next eight years’. In 
the reporting of the WGIII report in the UK and US sample, the use of the ancillary verb 
‘must’ did appear frequently (26 times) as in the phrase, ‘global emissions must peak by 
2025 to stave off the worst impacts of the climate crisis’.

However, when we compared the usage across the WG reports, we found that in the 
African sample, the word ‘must’ appeared the most in WGIII (14 articles), but this was not 
noticeably higher than its appearance in WGII (12 articles) or WGI (11 articles). Likewise, 
no clear picture emerged from the Indian sample, as the word appeared in six articles in 
WGIII, but also in six articles in WGI and in four articles for WGII.

With some exceptions noted above, no strong differences were apparent between the 
country samples. There were however, some differences in the use of terms between media 
outlets: for example, in the Reuters articles about WGI, the word ‘scenario’ was present in 
6 out of 7 articles, in the BBC sample it was in 4 out of 8, and in the Guardian only 2 out 
of 9. It is not possible to ascertain if these differences were a result of an editorial policy, 
without carrying out additional interview work.

4  Conclusions and recommendations

In answer to our five sets of research questions above, the media in our sample do use the 
word ‘scenario’ and the concept of a range of scenarios regularly, particularly in the report-
ing of WGI, where they both appear in around half of our sample. The concept and brief 
labelling of the five scenarios are also often found in the graphs and Figures accompany-
ing the text. In general, journalists do use more accurate words like ‘projections’, ‘futures’, 
and ‘pathways’ when talking about the IPCC scenarios, although some usage of ‘predic-
tions’ or ‘forecasts’ is apparent. Contrary to previous research about the coverage of IPCC 
reports, there were very few doomsday narratives such as ‘only 12 years to act’. There was 
very little contestation around the scenarios and models, with no presence of any organized 
skeptical group or their representatives challenging the scenarios. Finally, the uncertainty 
surrounding scenarios was rarely spelt out by the use of the word ‘uncertain’, ‘uncertainty’ 
or ‘uncertainties’, although other ways of depicting uncertainty was present.

However, in all countries, the media in our sample provided little detailed explanation of 
how scenarios are developed, very little mention of SSPs, and virtually no detailed descrip-
tions of them. Such explanations tend to appear in specialist coverage. In part, this can 
be explained by journalists in general finding it difficult to report on the complexity and 
uncertainty inherent in climate science (Painter 2013), the primacy of journalistic norms of 
personalization, dramatization, and novelty driving a lot of climate coverage (Boykoff and 
Boykoff 2007), and the lack of editorial space necessary to explain scenarios when journal-
ists have to think of short phrases, headlines or images designed to improve shareability 
on social media (Dwyer and Martin 2017). It may well take another round of IPCC reports 
highlighting the importance of scenarios for there to be more detailed coverage or discus-
sion in the media.
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As mentioned above, journalists closely follow the IPCC prompts found in press 
releases, SPMs, press conference, and posts or tweets on social media. So, spelling out 
simple, repeated messages (e.g. that scenarios are not predictions or forecasts but projec-
tions, or that scenarios do not depict ‘cliff-edge narratives’, or that ‘scenarios are helpful 
for illustrating the urgent choices we face’) would aid effective communication of what 
IPCC scenarios are and what they are not. It is worth speculating why the use of ‘predic-
tion’ or ‘forecast’ was much lower in the WGIII sample (2%). This may in part be related 
to the statement in the Box SPM.1 in the WGIII SPM (in contrast to the WGI and WGII 
SPMs) on scenarios that [these are] ‘quantitative projections and are neither predictions 
nor forecasts’. (p.25).36

The IPCC Figures and Charts found in the Boxes describing scenarios in the SPMs and 
provided in the IPCC slide decks were not widely used by the media in our sample, so it 
may be worth thinking through what appropriately simplified, but never inaccurate, charts, 
figures and animations based on IPCC findings will aid the depiction in the media of the 
variety of scenarios, and the assumptions behind them, without overloading the non-expert 
audience with too much information. In this context, the work by Morelli et al. (2021) is 
particularly apposite, as they emphasize certain elements in the co-designing of the IPCC’s 
visual information including practical tools, a flexible method, and social science expertise 
to understand the needs of users, in order to recognize the value of a visual story, whilst 
retaining scientific integrity. The IPCC itself stresses the importance of ‘using simple sto-
rylines, where possible supported by clear and easy to understand graphics, to effectively 
communicate scenarios about a range of possible futures’. (IPCC 2023, p. 44).

Calling on the expertise of journalists and designers from reputable media organizations 
to seek their advice on effective graphics could help the design process, particularly as data 
visualizations are now such an important part of the work of media organizations, partly 
because good visuals help the virality and shareability of articles on social media (New-
man et al. 2015). Indeed, in general, experienced climate and environment correspondents 
could be part of the network of ‘trusted intermediaries’ identified by the IPCC 2023 expert 
workshop on scenarios to aid effective communication. (IPCC 2023) The niche climate 
site Carbon Brief37 is mentioned in the same workshop report, in the context of scenario 
explainers being co-developed by stakeholders, scenario experts and IPCC WG communi-
cation experts. For example, Carbon Brief puts particular editorial emphasis on explaining 
complex climate science and using appropriate diagrams to aid understanding by specialist 
and general audiences (Painter et al. 2024), including special features on scenarios (Carbon 
Brief 2018).

Even though there are many factors, actors and interests other than IPCC reports which 
influence policy makers, we have already seen that there is evidence that with important 
caveats, these reports are used extensively by policy makers around the world to help pro-
vide scientific context to their decisions. In this context, all five recommendations put for-
ward by the IPCC workshop report and mentioned above (IPCC 2023) are a useful start-
ing point for aiding effective communication in the future. Additional recommendations 
mentioned elsewhere in the report (Section 3.5) such as i) using storylines to complement 
graphs and tables, and to illustrate how a scenario evolves over time, ii) selecting authors 
equipped with strong communication skills, and iii) the co-production of scenarios are also 

36 https:// news. sky. com/ story/ clima te- change- seven- key- takea ways- from- the- ipcc- clima te- change- report- 
12377 264
37 https:// www. carbo nbrief. org/

https://news.sky.com/story/climate-change-seven-key-takeaways-from-the-ipcc-climate-change-report-12377264
https://news.sky.com/story/climate-change-seven-key-takeaways-from-the-ipcc-climate-change-report-12377264
https://www.carbonbrief.org/
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helpful. However, at the time of writing, none of these recommendations have been imple-
mented or assessed, and adequate resources will be needed for their implementation.

Given the challenges mentioned above which journalists face in reporting accurately 
on scenarios, and making them relevant to people’s lives, writing guidelines for them 
is increasingly important. In addition, testing how the IPCC scenarios are received and 
understood by media consumers could aid effective communication designed to provide 
knowledge and appropriate action. This could include an assessment of the most helpful 
language such as the greater use of the phrase ‘options we face’, which suggests agency 
and choice.38

As climate-enhanced extreme weather events become more of a daily part of existence 
around the world rather than a problem far away in space and time, the concept of scenar-
ios and multiple possible futures, and public agency in choosing trajectories, could become 
a powerful communications tool for climate science in general. Just as the scenarios under-
lie the understanding of our potential future, embedding scenarios in climate communica-
tion could help to change the narrative away from a doom-laden or tipping point narrative, 
to involving the public and stake holders more in the discussion and options for possible 
(better) futures.
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